In this article, we reviewed the latest performed works in the image processing using fuzzy systems and methods. First, we introduced the fuzzy processing framework of the images and then study the application of fuzzy methods and systems in the main works of the image processing such as edge detection, image enhancement, segmentation and image description.
minimum as following by updating the fuzzy membership function and the cluster centers V={V 1 ,V 2 ,…V n }.
2-1 Image Fuzzy Processing Framework
An image X with the dimensions of M×N and a gray level L with the values of g=0,1,2,…,L-1 can be defined as an array of Singleton fuzzy (a fuzzy set only with a Support point) that indicates the membership value of each pixel related to a pre-defined feature of the image. (For example: brightness, smoothness and the edge quality):
As g and µ indicate the fuzzy set membership symbol of m, n th pixels. The definition of the membership values is dependent on the special necessities of specific applications and the knowledge of the related expert person.
Fuzzy image processing has also 3 stages like other fuzzy methods: fuzzification ф, suitable operation Г on the membership values and if necessary defuzzification ψ. The output Y of the system for input X is obtained by the following process chain:
The main difference of this method with other image processing methods is that the data input X (histogram, gray levels and the feature) are processed on the membership plane. And this plane can use many varieties of fuzzy logic, fuzzy set theory and fuzzy measurement theory that can change or aggregate the membership values, data classification or decision making using the fuzzy inference. New membership values are changed again on the gray level so that histogram, varied gray levels, image segments or some classes of the new objects will be created. Considering the image as digital fuzzy sets, we may need to have some information about measurement theory. Here a different size of the fuzzy quality has been offered so that they can find a quantitative answer for "How is fuzzy an image?" Kaufmann has introduced the fuzzy quality index γ of a fuzzy set ⊆ as follows:
That d is a suitable metric in the set X, k is a positive real number and n, the number of the backup points. near is the nearest Crisp set to A. using Minkowski q-norm as a metric and putting = 1 , the fuzzification index can be defined as follows:
Minimizing the operator as a T-Norm, a linear fuzzification index γlinear for an image A with the gray levels g and histogram h(g), the following expression is obtained:
Considering the space of image data, the image quality index can be rewritten as follows:
Other fuzzy quality units are quadratic fuzzy quality index γ quadratic, entropy fuzzy Hs and Exponential fuzzy Hexp:
These measurements are usually used during the improvement, getting threshold and classification .
Materials and Methods

2-2 Image Fuzzy Edge Detection
M.Emim has used a new Neuro-Fuzzy operator to detect the edge in the digital images. The proposed operator has been made of a combination of a sub detector with a post processor. Each NF sub detector in the structure evaluates a pixel in a neighborhood relationship. Therefore, the number of NF sub detectors in the structure may be variable to obtain the desired edge detection efficiency. The internal parameters of NF sub detector are optimized using the artificial image learning.
Neuro-Fuzzy sub detector: each NF sub detector is a first order fuzzy interference system from the kind of Sugeno that has 3 inputs and 1 output. The internal structures of NF sub detectors are equal. Each input has three membership functions from the kind of Generalized Bell and each output has one linear membership function. The input -output relationship of each of NF sub detectors is as follows:
Assuming x1, X2 and X3 denote the input of NF sub detector and Y specifies the output, every possible combination of the inputs and related membership functions is shown by a rule in the rule base of NF sub detector. Since NF sub detector has three inputs and each input has three membership functions, the rule base contains totally 27 ( Proposed Neuro-Fuzzy Operator: Figure 1 shows the general picture of the proposed structure for the edge detection operator. All NF sub detectors in the structure work on a window filter which has been shown in figure 2 . Each NF sub detector evaluates a different neighborhood relationship between window filter pixel center and its two neighbors. Some possible topologies of the neighborhoods are shown in Figure 3 . 
Gradient Membership Functions:
Working with gray images, one gradient is shown by horizontal and vertical components. Therefore, we need the following mapping in order to convert the gradient of an image into the membership degree:
In any way, in a general purpose of edge detection method, the gradient directions don't make a difference. So we have considered the function g to work on the Euclidean domain of the gradient:
3-Fuzzy Enhancement of Images
3-1 Similarity Measurement
Many criteria that represent the similarity or equality between two fuzzy sets can be found in the literature. Here there is no unique definition; most often they are used as follows. A similarity criterion is a fuzzy binary relation in
which its mapping is reflective, symmetrical and trespass.
3-1-1 creating a Similarity Measurement based on the Neighborhood
In articles, many measures have been proposed for the expression of similarity between two fuzzy sets. In a set with more than 40 similarity criteria, 14 similarity measurements will provide abovementioned characteristics if they are applied directly for above images. Among them, 8 similarity measurements are appropriate to compare the images. We want to discuss about all similarity measurement lists but we want to recollect the expression of several examples about similarity measures briefly.
The first similarity measurement based on Minkowski distance and observing the lesser distance between A and B has the most similarity between A and B. These observations lead to the following similarity criteria for M1 and M2 that are (r->∞)
We need a notice for fuzzy set cardinality to measure next similarities. The cardinality of Crisp limited set becomes known by a number of the elements in that set. This concept can spread in fuzzy sets using Sigma Count. Sigma Count is defined in community X as follows:
The following similarity measurements are based on Cardinality:
Finally, we will mention the following similarity measurements which are useful for comparing the images:
3-2-Similarity Measure for Digital Image Histogram
In this section, we review briefly to make the similarity measures based on the neighborhood, which are also combined each other homogenously in the different neighborhoods. We start this by calculating the similarity between the separate parts of the image between two images A and B. So, we divide two images A and B into 8 × 8 separate parts and calculate the similarity between each of the parts of 8 × 8 image. To calculate the similarity between the parts of two images, we simply apply the pixel-based similarity criteria to the parts of both images. Assuming the image is divided into n segments and the similarity between the part Ai of the image A and part Bi of the image B has been determined by M (Ai, Bi), the similarity between two images A and B is obtained by the mean of similarities of the related separated sections of the image. Therefore we have:
However, the similarity of M(Ai,Bi) was limited using the similarity criteria to the segments of the images Ai and Bi and the weight Wi is defined as the similarity between the homogeneity hAi of the segment of the image i in the image A and the homogeneity hBi of the segment of the image i in the image B. The homogeneity hAi of the segment of the image A is calculated as the similarity between the gray values of the pixel in the segment of the image with the highest intensity and the gray value in the segment of the image with the lowest intensity is calculated using the similarity relation. Therefore we have:
And weight Wi is defined as follows:
3-2-Contrast / Brightness
Contrast and brightness are the features of the image so, if pre-process is necessary for human comprehension, it should be done (for example in medical applications). Mainly there are two ways to adjust the contrast / brightness of the image: changing the gray level with an appropriate function F: or the operation on the histogram. The Efficiency of the first method depends on the figure of the selected function that some automatic methods have been presented to select the appropriate function. The second method is to change the image histogram that Histogram Equalization is one of the best known techniques.
The improvement of the gray level g is calculated by the following equation:
However, the right side of the expression should be approximated to obtain an integer number for g'.
3-2-1-Fuzzy Degree Minimization
This method is probably the first fuzzy approach for the image enhancement and has been recognized as a contrast intensifier operator in the articles. The main idea of this method is to reduce some of the image fuzzy quality. The overall algorithm can be formulated by the following expression: The fuzzification of the gray level (µ(g) denotes the degree of brightness)
The improvement of the membership degree using the successive application of the Zadeh intensification operator
Making new gray levels by Deffuzification
Fe and Fd are exponential and cluster fuzzifications that control the value of being gray haze in the membership plane.
3-2-2-Making Equivalent U fuzzy Expected Values
In this approach, Fuzzy Expected value (FEV) or a Weighted Version (WFEV) has been calculated to enhance the image quality related to all gray levels of FEV.
A fuzzy relation in a universal set X produces a fuzzy set F with the membership function and Having as a subset and µ, a defined fuzzy measure in the subsets F is: However, N is the total number of the elements. Fuzzy Expected Value on F is defined as follows:
The algorithm of this method is formulated as follows:
1-The calculation of the image histogram 2-The calculation of the most common value (K=FEV) K 3-The calculation of the distance D of each gray level
4-The production of new gray levels g'
3-2-3-Contrast Enhancement based on the Rules
The fuzzy approach based on the rule is a powerful general method for some tasks in the image processing. Its algorithm is as follows:
· Preparing the inference system parameters (number of input and output membership functions, the shapes and positions) · The fuzzification of gray levels (for example, the membership degree values of dark, gray and lighter sets than gray levels)
. The inference approach of evaluating the appropriate rules (For example, if dark, then black, if gray, then gray and if light, then white)
. Output defuzzification using 3 singletons (for example):
3-2-4-Enhancement based on Fuzzy Relations
Bhutani and Battou have been used the fuzzy relations to develop a new enhancement technique. Considering an image with M lines and N columns, you can see the image as a weighted relation from a set X with M elements of the set Y with N elements. While , denotes the weight in the place (i, j). The image can be defined as a fuzzy relation μ from X to Y with the membership degree µ , in each place (i, j) as:
While the threshold T (the mean gray level of the segment) T1<T (the mean gray level of the pixels with gray level lesser than T) and T2>T (the mean gray level of pixels with gray level greater than T) can be defined by the user.
Fuzzy sets are defined for each segment of the image (for example: the object and the background) as follows:
As the minimum and maximum are defined in fuzzy values (0<µ , <1)
3-3-Fuzzy Filter
Image filtering is necessary for the enhancement of the edges and / or noise reduction. There are old various techniques that do this. The main problem of filtering is that adjusting the image characteristics such as sharpness and softness is difficult. Omitting the noise in an image, the finer details are also filtered. To enhance the edges and smooth out the structure, on the other hand they noises are also reinforced. Many methods have been developed to resolve these conflicts. A comprehensive approach is an incompatible filter that the image pixels in each N × N neighborhoods (N is an odd number) are attributed with a suitable weight , .The result of this filter can be obtained by the following equation:
In recent years, many fuzzy methods have been proposed for filtering the image, which can be divided into the following categories:
. Net Fuzzy Filter: uses only if-then fuzzy properties · Fuzzy Expansion of the Existing Algorithms: expands the old filters to fuzzy sets using the membership functions or fuzzy rules. 
4-Fuzzy Segmentation of the Images
Segmentation is a main issue to describe the image classification. It is usually defined based on a same definition which is dependent on a particular work. This process refers to the division of an image into several regions which are connected together so that these regions don't overlap each other.
Many developed segmentation approaches can't be generalized in a certain order. According to the source [3 ] , most approaches are based on the similarities and differences and in particular can be divided into the following categories: getting threshold, clustering, edge detection and region extraction.
Gour and Laurence who have used fuzzy rules based image segmentation algorithm (GFRIS), are independent in its application and use inter-pixel relational space. GFRIS algorithm estimates automatically both factors of the weight and threshold value respectively in the definition of fuzzy rule and neighborhood system respectively.
Two of the most popular fuzzy clustering techniques are PCM and FCM, while both of these methods have been widely applied; none of these hasn't integrated human experience knowledge and doesn't also include some information about the pixel relational space. Image segmentation that relies on some features based on the information without considering the inter-pixel relationships, generally don't produce good results because a large number of pixels usually overlap in different areas.
GFRIS algorithm Details can be expressed as follows:
1-To classify the pixels of an image into the regions with the required numbers using each clustering algorithm.
2-Key weight interference and the threshold value by applying data mining algorithms and the membership functions for the distribution of each pixel.
3-The preparation of the center of all areas should define the membership functions with the ratio of the produced centers by clustering algorithm in the first stage.
4-To select an uncategorized pixel of the image and to calculate each membership function value for that pixel in the area respectively. 5-Pixel classification to an area during the performance 6-To Return Step 4 until all pixels are classified.
Zexuan and et al have been proposed an algorithm called the weighted image based on patch FCM (WIPFCM) for image segmentation. They used the image patches in this algorithm to replace the pixels in fuzzy clustering and to create a weighted sequence so that the pixels are able to have different weights in each image patch. The proposed algorithm combines the spatial information embedded in the image with the segmentation process and so makes it stronger than the noise.
Zhimin and et al have presented a dedicated fuzzy clustering algorithm with the space of information theory to improve the power of conventional clustering algorithms for image segmentation. Their method is to combine an information theory framework and FCM algorithm.
Combining these two concepts and modifying the objective function of FCM algorithm, we are able to solve the problems that are sensitive to the noise data and don' have the spatial data.
In image segmentation, the neighborhood pixels have more relationships in the time domain. If the segmentation algorithm has an error to calculate the neighborhood relationship, the segmentation result will have the fault and error.
In other words, data clustering algorithm should combine the spatial data in such a way that if neighborhood pixels share their similar characteristics, central pixel should have a high probability of grouping for the same clusters as neighborhood pixels.
Improving the objective function is one of the common ways used to combine the spatial data and the FCM algorithm.
Many researchers have changed the objective function to use the advantages of the central pixel. The general modified objective function can be expressed as follows:
However, is a subset of the pixels in the neighborhood i and the parameter α reflects the effective neighborhood reference. α can be constant in real applications and or considered for constant image content.
With this modification, the spatial data can be combined with the clustering process. However, the modification of above objective function may smooth the main structure in the image (such as surrounding areas or edges), because it always requires a significant amount of the limitation of the central pixel. In other words, the center pixel which is influenced by neighborhood pixels isn't important in a homogenous area or along the edge.
5-Conclusions
Fuzzy techniques offer a new and flexible framework for developing image processing algorithms. The methods are nonlinear and strong and based on the knowledge.
In comparison with the image processing, Fuzzy Set Theory Potential hasn't been studied as good as the certain methodologies. Therefore, one of the main objectives of this is the full search of each fuzzy approach. Information theoretical approaches that use some of the image fuzzification are too fast, while if rule-based techniques use image information space they will be computationally expensive.
